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Mr. Secretary-General,

Excellencies,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I'm particularly pleased and honored to take part in this extremely important event and to
reiterate, by officially signing the Paris Climate Agreement reached last December, the
commitment of the Republic of San Marino towards the achievement of the goals
Sanctioned in the Pact.

We all agreed that present patterns of economic development are unsustainable in the
medium and long term and that only a joint and rapid action by all countries can avert
irreparable environmental disasters. San Marino is firmly determined to do its part.

We are also well aware that to consider the signing of the Paris Agreement in this Earth
Day at the United Nations as just a mere celebration would be useless. Our engagement
here today must be the evidence of our firm determination to do all we can in our countries
to give our planet and its inhabitants the possibility to live long and in good conditions. It's
a duty we have vis-a-vis the younger and future generations.

Asort of "cultural revolution" must accompany our policies and actions in the years ahead.
It is in this spirit that in my country we are promoting a number of initiatives in the field of
education for sustainable development in various sectors, starting from training programs
for trainers in schools and among technicians in the construction sector. A transportation

policy favoring sustainable mobility and non-polluting methods of transport is currently
being evaluated and new legislative provisions will soon be passed to upgrade the energy
efficiency of buildings, both public and private. The extension of door-to-door waste
collection is being implemented, along with other strategies to encourage recycling and
reuse of materials. An inclusive approach with the involvement of numerous public offices
is also being fostered for a coordinated response to environmental problems,

I seize this opportunity to warmly thank the Secretary General, who firmly urged all
countries to reach an agreement on such vital issues. His engagement and determination
have been essential. But let me also thank the most sensitive inhabitants of the planet,
who did the utmost to urge Governments to reach a consensus in Paris last December.
Without their pressure most probably we wouldn't be here today. I'm consequently
confident that the signature of the Agreement in this historic day will be a decisive step to
promote among all stakeholders in our societies a deep sense of individual and collective
responsibility towards our planet and its inhabitants, starting from those who are already
suffering - more than others - from the consequences of climate changes.

It's always the poorest ones, the less educated and with more problems of access to basic
services, who suffer more under any circumstances. Environmental problems make no
excePtion and already have a huge impact on a significant number of States and on
hundreds of thousands people. A moral imperative must more than ever drive our political


